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Structure – first part (past work) 

▪ Why is [e] the epenthetic vowel of Modern 
Hebrew (MH)? 

 

▪ A possible answer: “if vowels had prices, lexical 
/e/ would be the cheapest vowel in MH” 

 

▪ Formalization in Gradient Harmonic Grammar 

 

 

 



Structure – first part (past work) 

▪ Why is [e] the epenthetic vowel of Modern 
Hebrew (MH)? 

 

▪ A possible answer: “if vowels had prices, lexical 
/e/ would be the cheapest vowel in MH” 

 

▪ Formalization in Gradient Harmonic Grammar 

 

 

 

Because /e/ is “cheap”, it is 
 1. less resistant to syncope (one doesn’t give up a lot when it’s elided) 
 2. Less costly to introduce (one doesn’t pay a lot inserting it) 



Structure – second part 

▪ Why is Yiddish /ə/ ignored by stress?  

 

▪ *STRESSED[Ə] (e.g. Montreuil 2002, Andersen 
2011), is not an answer… 

 
(But see more sophisticated “sonority”-based approach in De Lacy 2006.)  

 



Structure – second part (new) 

▪ Why is the weak vowel /ə/ in Yiddish ignored by 
stress?  

 

▪ A possible answer: “stressing a vowel means 
making it stronger than the vowels around it. Too 
much strength has to be added in order to stress a 
weak vowel as opposed to a normal vowel.” 

 

▪ Formalization of Yiddish stress in Gradient 
Harmonic Grammar 

 

 

 



Overall argument 

▪ Segments can be lexicalized with varying 
strengths/activity levels (Smolensky & Goldrick 2016). 

 

▪ This idea can explain many recurrent patterns, 
such as  

 Epenthesis/syncope correspondence (today)1  

 Unstressable vowels (only today!) 

 

Also morpheme/zero alternation1
,  

  suppletive allomorphy such as Spanish [aβ-er], [aβ-r-a].1,2 

 

 

 

1See also Faust & Smolensky (2017); and 2 recent work by Eva Zimmermann, Giorgos Markopoulous) 



 



The epenthetic vowel of MH 

    is [e] 

 

Yiddish [héʁʦl̩] => GMH [héʁʦel] 

French [luvʁ] => GMH [lúveʁ] 



The epenthetic vowel of MH 

    is [e] 

 

[χaʃav]     ‘he thought’ [χaʃv-u]   ‘they thought’ 

[χaʃaʃ]      ‘he worried’  [χaʃeʃ-u]   ‘they worried’ 

    *[χaʃʃ-u] 

 

[ʃamaʁ]     ‘he kept’ [ʃamaʁ-t]   ‘you (f.) kept’ 

[ʃamat]     ‘he dropped’ [ʃamát-et]   ‘you (f.) dropped’ 

     ~[ʃamát-t] 



The epenthetic vowel of MH 

    is [e] 

 

▪ But why??? 

 

▪ Two cross-linguistic studies look at the quality of 
epenthesis: 

 Lombardi (2003): claims that no language 
 consistently has the epenthetic quality  [e]… 

 De Lacy (2006): that is false. 



Survey of epenthetic quality 

▪ A representative survey of 99 languages (<WALS) 

  

▪ Several other systems exhibit [e] epenthesis: Persian, 
Spanish, Klimeri (Papuan) etc. 

 

▪ This does not follow from the the phoneme inventory 

 Persian /iaɑuoe/   

 Hebrew, Spanish /iauoe/ 

 Kilmeri /iɪaæuʊoe/ 

 Zulu /iauoe/, but epenthetic [i] (not the only case) 



The epenthetic vowel of GH 

    is [e] 

 

▪ Why is this so? Is it an arbitrary fact? 



How is the epenthetic quality of a 
vowel determined? 

 - There are constraints against vowels, like  

   *a, *i, *u etc. (Lombardi 2003) 

  

- There are constraints on the sonority of      
vowels, like *SonFootHead≥i,u (De Lacy 2006) 

 

- For both, the constraints are arranged as to fit 
the choice of the epenthetic vowel… 



How is the epenthetic quality of a 
vowel determined? 

 ▪ I will show that 

 

The quality of the epenthetic V in MH is 
determined by the distribution of lexical 

vowels in the languge. 



How is the epenthetic quality of a 
vowel determined? 

 ▪ I will show that MH supports Hume’s view: 

 

The quality of the epenthetic V in MH is 
determined by the distribution of lexical 

vowels in the languge. 

 

Lexical /e/ is the vowel that alternates with Ø 
in the most environments, and therefore it 

emerged as the epenthetic V of MH 



In MH, [a,e] alternate with Ø 

  passive     active 

V:   [dubar]     ‘talk.3MSG.PST’            [diber]     ‘talk.3MSG.PST’ 

    [dubr-u]    ‘talk.3MPL.PST’            [dibr-u]    ‘talk.3MPL.PST’ 

 

     but 

 

N:  [me-dubar]        ‘talk.MSG.PRTC’    [me-daber]   ‘talk.MSG.PRTC’ 

   [me-dubar-im]  ‘talk.MPL.PRTC’     [me-dabr-im]‘talk.MPL.PRTC’ 



In MH, [a,e] alternate with Ø 

  passive     active 

V:   [dubar]     ‘talk.3MSG.PST’            [diber]     ‘talk.3MSG.PST’ 

    [dubr-u]    ‘talk.3MPL.PST’            [dibr-u]    ‘talk.3MPL.PST’ 

 

     but 

 

N:  [me-dubar]        ‘talk.MSG.PRTC’    [me-daber]   ‘talk.MSG.PRTC’ 

   [me-dubar-im]  ‘talk.MPL.PRTC’     [me-dabr-im]‘talk.MPL.PRTC’ 

/o/ also alternates with Ø 
[jiʦoʁ] ‘create.3MSG.PST’ 
[jiʦʁ-u] ‘create.3MSG.PST’  
  …but this is less widespread. 



In MH, [a,e] alternate with Ø 

  passive     active 

V:   [dubar]     ‘talk.3MSG.PST’            [diber]     ‘talk.3MSG.PST’ 

    [dubr-u]    ‘talk.3MPL.PST’            [dibr-u]    ‘talk.3MPL.PST’ 

 

     but      

 

N:  [me-dubar]        ‘talk.MSG.PRTC’ 

   [me-dubar-im]  ‘talk.MPL.PRTC’ 

More on V-Ø in GMH in Bat-El (2008), Faust (2019a) 



But /e/ is weaker than /a/ 

  passive     active 

V:   [dubar]     ‘talk.3MSG.PST’            [diber]     ‘talk.3MSG.PST’ 

    [dubr-u]    ‘talk.3MPL.PST’            [dibr-u]    ‘talk.3MPL.PST’ 

 

     but     AND 

 

N:  [me-dubar]        ‘talk.MSG.PRTC’    [me-daber]   ‘talk.MSG.PRTC’ 

   [me-dubar-im]  ‘talk.MPL.PRTC’     [me-dabr-im]‘talk.MPL.PRTC’ 

More on V-Ø in GMH in Bat-El (2008), Faust (2019a) 



Varying vowel strengths 

▪ [i,u], in contrast, never alternate with Ø. 

 

▪ Learners understand that /i,u/ are stronger than /a,o/, 
which in turn are stronger than /e/. 

 

▪ Gradience  /i,u/ = 1 

    /a,o/ = 0.8 

    /e/ = 0.5 



Formalization of idea  

• Past ≠ participle wrt syncope 

  = 

    Faithfulness to base in participles, not in verbs 

Gradient Harmonic Grammar, Smolensky & Legendre (2006)  



Formalization of idea 

• The difference is revealed in the participle: 

Participle 

Participle 



Formalization of idea 

• In past, /a/ and /e/ equally dispensable 

Past 

past 



Formalization of idea 

▪ Gradience in the lexicon 

 

    /i,u/ = 1 

    /a,o/ = 0.8 

    /e/ = 0.5 

   

   



Formalization of idea 

• When choosing the vowel to epenthesize from 
amongst these vowels, the grammar selects 
the least costly: 

 

 

   

Note the gradience in candidates. The stage computed here 
must be phonemic, not phonetic (it is not a realization). 



Interim Conclusion 

• The quality of the epenthetic vowel in MH 
emerges from its lexicon according to cross-
linguistic principles 

 

• It is both emergant and universally-determined. 

 

 

   



Interim Conclusion 

• Somewhat in conflict with De Lacy (2006) and 
Lombardi (2003).  

   



Interim Conclusion 

• These authors conclude that epenthetic vowels cannot 
be round (for universal markedness reasons). 

 

• De Lacy dismisses the clear counter-eaxmple of French 
quite unconvincingly.  

 

• Both dismiss Japanese because phonetically, the 
epenthetic vowel is not round. Yet phonologically, it is 
the element U (Nasukawa 2016)… In the present 
approach, the phonological nature of the epenthetic 
vowel is important. 

   



 



Second part: unstressable vowels 

▪ Many languages exhibit a « weak » phoneme, which 
may not appear in prosodically prominent positions: 

  =  word-initially, long nuclei, stressed nuclei. 

 

▪ For instance, in Standard Yiddish [xásənə] ‘wedding’ 
the [ə] is not necessary for syllabic purposes ([xásnə] 
is well-formed)… 

 

 … so this [ə] is not epenthetic.  



Second part: unstressable vowels 

▪ Moreover, the [ə] of [χásənə] also never alternates 
with any other vowel. 

 

▪ Possible conclusion: phonemically /xasənə/. 

 

▪ However, the phoneme /ə/ is weak in Yiddish, in that  
it is never stressed. 



Yiddish Stress 

▪ Why not [χasə́nə]?  

 Note: it is not the case that stress in CVCVCV words is 
generally antepenultimate, e.g. [megílə] ‘scroll’. 

 

▪ So one way out is *Stressed[ə], therefore *[xasə́nə]. 
This is part of Jacob’s (2005) account. 

 

▪ I want to propose an alternative account, in which [ə]-
unstressability is derived, rather than assumed. 



/ə/ is the weakest vowel in Yiddish 

▪ This can be concluded from the use of [ə] as epenthesis in 

 [frojd]  ‘Freud’  [frojdn̩]  

 [juŋg]  ‘Jung’  [juŋgŋ̩] 

 [hejl]  ‘Hale’  [hejln ̩] 

 [heʁʦl̩] ‘Herzl’  [heʁʦlən], *[heʁʦln̩] 

 

▪ Or in [ʃtuʁəm] ‘storm’, [ʃtuʁmiʃ] ‘stormy’ 

 (it is debateable whether this vowel is epenthetic; it does alternates with zero)

  

  



What’s to come 

▪ [ə]-unstressability can be derived from its weakness. 

 

▪ Stress = enhanced activity/strength 

 

▪ /ə/ is weak => enhancing its strength is more costly  
than enhancing that of an adajcent vowel. 



More facts on Yiddish Stress 

▪ Four « lexicons »:  

 Germanic – Not today (not interesting) 

 Semitic (Hebrew/Aramaic) - today 

 Slavic / Internationalism – Not today (irrelevant) 

 

 

 

 



More facts on Yiddish Stress 

   Hebrew/Aramaic: many disyllabics, some trisyllabics. 
 - post-tonic vowels are [ə]. 

  - Stress is predominantly penultimate.   

  

 C-final    V-final  

 [xisórn̩]  ‘disadvantage’ [megílə] ‘scroll’ 

 [agúdl̩]   ‘toe’     [χavúrə] ‘band’ 

 [gánəv]   ‘theif’   [miʃpóxə] ‘family’ 

 [másməd] ‘devout learner’ [havájə] ‘grimace’ 



More facts on Yiddish Stress 

   Hebrew/Aramaic: post-tonic reduction can be seen in 
action in pluralization of C-final words 

  

 SG  PL 

 [gánəv] [ganóv-əm]     ‘theif’   

 [másməd] [masmíd-əm]  ‘devout learner’  

 

=> In both sg and pl, pressure for penultimate stress. 



More facts on Yiddish Stress 

   Hebrew/Aramaic: post-tonic reduction can be seen in 
action in pluralization of C-final words 

  

 SG  PL 

 [gánəv] [ganóv-əm]     ‘theif’   

 [másməd] [masmíd-əm]  ‘devout learner’  

 

=> It is assumed that there is one UR here /ganov/.  



More facts on Yiddish Stress 

   Hebrew/Aramaic:  

 Despite penultimate trend, if penultimate vowel is 
/ə/, stress is antepenultimate (as already shown): 

   

  [χásənə] ‘wedding’ 

  [χánəkə] ‘Hannuka’ 

 



The following analysis… 

▪ Accounts for  

 Lack of stressed schwa without *Stressed[ə] 

 Stress shift + vowel reduction in Semitic  

 Stress in internationalisms, including exceptions. 

  

 

▪ Relates the two facts of internationalisms : 

  sensitivity to final segment (C or V) 

  lesser presure to reduce vowel 

 



Assumptions 

▪ /ə/ is weaker than other vowels. It is of the activity 
level 1, whereas other vowels are of activity level 2.  

 

▪ Lexical strength = enhanced underlying activity. 



Assumptions 

Constraints 

 FOOTBIN = Feet must branch 

 MAX = no deletion of activity 

 DEP = no addition of activity 

 ALIGN(FOOT,WORD) = the right branch of a foot must be 
associated with the rightmost metrically-significant 
segment of the word (V, or Cμ). 

 *Cμ# = final C cannot be moraic. 

 *V́V2= the right vowel in a foot can’t be fully active 

 (I assume trochaic feet) 



Assumptions 

Constraints and weights (in native words) 

 FOOTBIN3 = Feet must branch 

 MAX3 = no deletion of activity 

 DEP1 = no addition of activity 

 ALIGN(FOOT,WORD)1 = the right branch of a foot must 
be associated with the rightmost metrically-
significant segment of the word (V, or Cμ). 

 *Cμ#2.4 = final C cannot be moraic 

 *V́V2
4= the right vowel in a foot can’t be fully active 

 (I assume trochaic feet) 



Analysis: native/semitic 

Penultimate full vowel: /megilə/ => [megílə] 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: - The activity of the penult is augmented to 
 create prominence. 

  - no pretonic reduction.  



Analysis: native/semitic 

Penultimate full vowel: /megilə/ => [megílə] 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: - The activity of the penult is augmented to 
 create prominence. 

  - no pretonic reduction.  

Candidates of the type [me2gi2lə] are not considered, because of *Lapse. 



Analysis: native/semitic 

Penultimate schwa: /χasənə/ => [χásənə] 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: - Augmenting the activity of the penult from 1 to 
 3 to create prominince is too costly.   

  - as is augmenting it to 2 and reducing that of the 
 antepenult. 



Analysis: native/semitic 

Two full vowels, C-final: /ganov/ => [gánəv] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note:  - more costly to augment penult V than to reduce 
 final V. 

  - or to obey FootBin with moraic Final C 



Analysis: native/semitic 

Same, suffixed: /ganovəm/ => [ganóvəm] 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: - stress shift is predicted, with retention of 
amtepenult quality 



Analysis: native/semitic 

trisyllabic, C-final /χisorojn/ => [χisorn̩] (=[χisoʁən]) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Again: - more costly to augment penult V than to 
 reduce final V. 

  - or to obey FootBin with moraic Final C 

 



Analysis: Internationalisms -excpetions 

Lexical stress can be marked by enhanced underlying 
activity, in which case it is faithfully realized: 

 

 

 



Conclusion 

 



Conclusion 

▪ The metaphor of gradient costs for segments is a 
fertile one. It can lead to advances in the 
understanding of 

  => syncope 

  => epenthsis 

  => stress-epenthesis interactions 

  => « Lexical » stress 

 

…and possibly also vowel harmony, vowel reduction, 
word minimality etc. 
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